TANKMEN HAVE HARD TIME AGAINST ELI  
Basketball Team Loses to Vermont and Clark  

YALE SWIMMERS BEAT ENGINEERS BY GOOD MARGIN

Gymnasts Tie with Penn  
And Lose to Navy on Trip

Penn Saved when McCoy Slips on Parallel Bars—Annapolis Rumps 49 to 5  

Engineers Take but Small Part in Legion Games

Geneval, Running Unattached, Wins 220-Yard Handicap Race  

JEPPE FAILS TO PLACE IN 50-YARD HANDSHAKE

With no relay team entered and others in action, Jeppe could not fill his bill as a small unit in the American Legion meet last Friday at the Iiis Jeppe.  

Geneva, running unattached, did his best.  

Engineers Lose by Close Score to Clark Squad

In a game marked with novel tactics of Clark College defeated  
Engineers 64-57 at Tufts Tuesday night.  

Fencers Find Bowdown Easy and Win—9-1

First Sword Play in Mast of the Boats—Blakes Takes 4—Second Win

Victory Is First Win for Engineer Squad

The winning combination was a 1-1-1-7 in the second period.  

New England Cotton Broadcloth  

Shirts in French Blue or All Pure White  

The beauty of this new French blue, the diminutive of the all white, the fineness of the material, recommended these shirts to discriminating men.  

All blue shirts with button-down attached collars and all white shirts with neckbands or with button-down attached collars

Special  

Price  

2.65

Also a New Spring Note  
In English Foulard Ties  

New, of gun-will English Foulard, in many small all-over figured designs in a variety of color combinations suggestive of Spring—just received.

2.00  

(Continued on Page 4)

The Store for Men  
Washington St. at Center of Square  

Shirt's in French Blue or All Pure White  

The beauty of this new French blue, the diminutive of the all white, the fineness of the material, recommended these shirts to discriminating men. All blue shirts with button-down attached collars and all white shirts with neckbands or with button-down attached collars were offered.

Special  

Price  

2.65  

Also a New Spring Note  
In English Foulard Ties  

New, of gun-will English Foulard, in many small all-over figured designs in a variety of color combinations suggestive of Spring—just received.

2.00  

(Continued on Page 4)
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MARCH AND DUNN MAKE CLEAN SWEET IN DASH

Close Relay Causes Thrill—Breast Stroke Yale's By Margins

Sunday evening the Yale swimming team defeated the Technology team in the Thomas T. Yoton, T. C. M., pool, winning by a score of 27-19.  

It was expected the Yale swimmers would win and were draws at 30 yards, the final score being 27-19.  

The first fly event was a breast stroke in which every swimmer was on time.  

Captain Dave E'varis took honors.  

A relay foursome had a memorable outing when Yale's almost uncreated and untrained team, the Red, the Blue, Red and Blue, took a first place in the breast stroke event.  

Captain Dave E'varis won honors.  

The last event was the 100-yard freestyle.  

Aerobatic and Clark made no false starts, both teams finishing the event.  

The first place was won by Aerobatic.  

The score of Yale in this event was 27-19.

Engineers Lose to Vermont Quintet

Good Passing Features Game in Which Opponents Are Limited to 11 Points

Thursday evening in the Hangar Gym the varsity basketball team was defeated by Vermont 22-11.  

The game was distinguished as good passing and defense by both teams.  

In the opening quarter the Vermonters worked a reasonably good game in which individual work was emphasized by the Vermonters.  

Their game was perhaps a little slower and more methodical than that of the Dynamo Engineers.  

While the players were on the floor the Vermont team showed a decided advantage over the Dynamo Engineers, showing the extreme advantage.  

All of the Dynamo Engineers were in this game.  

The game was followed by a match between the Vermont team and the Dynamo Engineers.  

The Vermonters had the upper hand throughout the game.  

The score of the Vermont team was 22-11, which was the second highest of any of the scores for the first match of the season.

Beavers Lose First Match in New England

The Technical college team won its first match of the New England league by losing to Tufts Tuesday night by a score of 11-9.  

In a furious struggle with a well organized Tufts club, the Engineers defeated the Engineers of 11.  

The game started slowly with many wide shots executed by both teams.  

The Engineers did their best to put up a good showing against the Wolverines in the second game and were slightly ahead before the turn of the first half.  
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The Engineers did their best to put up a good showing against the Wolverines in the second game and were slightly ahead before the turn of the first half.  

The Engineers did their best to put up a good showing against the Wolverines in the second game and were slightly ahead before the turn of the first half.  

The Engineers did their best to put up a good showing against the Wolverines in the second game and were slightly ahead before the turn of the first half.